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Sun spilled through the big windows onto cups of brushes ... His loose, roaming conversational style stands in contrast to his work mode, which demands an almost insane level of patience and focus.
Man of Letters
I went off it two years ago, not because I was a huge coffee drinker — I’d have just one big cup in the morning ... as a narrative mode for the post-COVID moment. I guess it makes sense ...
Myriam Ben Salah Longs for the Food of Tunisia
But whether Lincoln knew more than Donald gives us or not, it seems unnecessarily limiting to restrict the reader to "What did Lincoln know and when did he know it?" Most readers of history or ...
Demystifying Lincoln
6 Music hops in a time machine for 6 Music Goes Back To The 90s, which includes whole mixes dedicated to the decade - from Steve Lamacq's 90s Indie Disco mix to Mel C's genre-blurring mix (the ...
19 albums that define 1999
On the fourth floor of the Chicago Cultural Center, before you enter the Venetian-inspired Sidney Yates Gallery with its Tiffany finishes and reading-room hush, before you stumble across the latest ...
Free show ‘Chicago: Where Comics Came to Life’ at the Cultural Center is 82 jam-packed walls by Chris Ware and pal
In “DemAnon,” one of his most restrained and overtly political videos, O’Malley plays Patrick Razberry, a social-media consultant hired by the Lincoln Project to “bring dignity back into ...
An Intermediate’s Guide to Conner O’Malley
But, I was fascinated to see how he would perform as the successor to Baker Mayfield in the Sooners’ high-octane offense under head coach Lincoln Riley ... In fact, when Nate McMillan was ...
Sooners on Speed Dial: Trae and Kyler
It went against the stream of contemporary thought and feeling only because it was a deliberate return to a formal mode of English utterance ... was too bright, too big, too vivid, too unsubtle ...
Mr. Churchill
The good news is I don't have to speculate too much because all of the OEMs are placing pretty big bets on the future ... You know, when I when I go to the Genius Bar, for example, I know I ...
All Ears Podcast | How dealers can prepare for EVs
Perhaps the most fascinating thing about Steven Soderbergh’s 30-year-plus film career is that he’s a genius without a masterpiece ... Some of them are big studio tentpoles; some of them ...
Every Steven Soderbergh Movie, Ranked
In addition to the two groups with links to Power — Field and Joyce — Enrich works with other big arts benefactors ... Of its 21 “genius” grant recipients last year, 15 were ...
Chicago’s Arts Scene Has a Race Problem
Next up: "Small Axe," "The Undoing," "It's a Sin," "Genius: Aretha," "Fargo," "The Good Lord Bird" With so many series of merit, the race becomes something of a popularity contest. How many voters ...
Emmys 2021: Why the limited series categories are absolutely impossible
S8: He was sort of a programming genius who had started making games when ... S5: That game wasn’t just a big success, it also served as great marketing for the Unreal Engine and the magic ...
Boss Fights: Tim Sweeney, Epic Games, and the Quest to Slay the Mobile Duopoly
This is the Academy's smallest invitation list since before the #OscarsSoWhite uproar prompted a massive expansion of the organization. By Scott Feinberg Senior Awards Analyst “To enable steady ...
Oscars: Academy Invites 395 to Become Members, Including Janet Jackson, H.E.R. and Robert Pattinson
With a look of panic that evokes the Peloton lady, the mom rapidly retreats to her sleek, silver Lincoln SUV in the driveway ... what it calls “rejuvenation mode” — serenity-enhancing ...
Hyperdrive Daily: Lincoln Bills Its Cars as Driveway Sanctuaries
The fourth-year Nebraska coach arrived here not in summer relaxation mode, though ... visitors and campers have been on campus in Lincoln nearly every day since. One day before Frost came out ...
In a relaxed 'Blitz' appearance, Frost talks offseason, recruiting numbers and plays trivia with Husker fans
The new 48 volt electrical system overcomes the stop mode so that I can pull away from ... Used Josh Gould and Larry The Tech Genius are an awesome team. I purchased a used 2017 BMW x3.
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